The World’s Most Versatile Trenchers.

Designed for more uses, with lower equipment costs.

If your work includes a wide variety of tasks, you need a service line trencher with a new dimension. The fully hydrostatic drive Bobcat 3020 Series trenchers are the world’s first true multiple attachment trenchers, featuring Bobcatch™, a revolutionary quick-attach system.

Best of all, 3020 Series trenchers are built with the Bobcat commitment to quality parts and workmanship, and backed by the industry’s best warranty.

Check out the versatile Bobcat 3020 Series trenchers today.

Bobcatch™ is a hydraulic, quick-attachment change system that, when combined with the optional three-point hitch, allows the 3020 Series models to use many Category One attachments.

3020 Series Attachments, Options and Accessories.

- T305 3' to 5' Trencher Attachment
- T906 Backhoe
- P318 Vibratory Plow
- H301 Three-point Hitch
- Six-way Blade
- Rotary Boring Unit
- Sure Grip Tires
- Auxiliary Hydraulics
- Swivel Seat
- Weight Kits

See Your Dealer For Details!

Introducing

3×3

3 Trenching Positions + 3 Digging Depths = Maximum Versatility

3-in-1 digging boom (an industry first) allows 3', 4' and 5' digging depths in one boom with just the use of a grease gun and a small hand tool. 14-pitch interchangeable chain sections extend the digging chain for greater versatility.

The Added Flexibility of Bobcat’s Exclusive 3-position Trencher Attachment. Work close to buildings, fence lines and other obstructions. The attachment can be quickly moved from the centerline digging position to the full offset position. It provides three-position trenching: centerline, 15" off center and full offset, right.

Liquid-Cooled Performance and Reliability. Bobcat 3020 Series trenchers are the only 30 hp class units equipped with liquid-cooled engines. Liquid cooling provides consistent performance and lengthens time between maintenance checks. Choose from gasoline or diesel models.

Turn your 3020 Series trencher into a high production backhoe with the T906 attachment. Featuring 180-degree boom swing and up to six-foot digging depth.

The heavy-duty parallelogram blade keeps the blade constantly parallel with the ground, providing better, cleaner reclamation of the trench, less scuffing of turf, and more precise placement of the spoil pile.
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